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Learning from the Covid-19 Digital Response



Clear Ambition & Vision

To place the citizens of NI at the centre of our design focus

To develop and deliver digital products and services at an 
unprecedented pace and scale and change the culture

To ensure equitable access for the non-digitally enabled and delivered 
video relay service for BSL/ISL

To create ‘digital shift’, taking pressure from front line clinical staff, 
giving the public access to digital services

To leave a legacy of digitally identified citizens - able to access more 
digital health services, as we rebuild beyond the pandemic

To demonstrate public appetite for digital services

To deliver effective digital products and services in the pandemic 
response

COVIDCare NI:

StopCOVID NI:

COVID Certification Service:
• Interim service stood up in 4 days. 
• Fully automated, digital solution, delivered in 

three weeks
• Support for non-digital 
• 61% of the 16+ population in Northern 

Ireland have a LOA2 verified digital identity
• £21m

• Designed and delivered in 4 weeks
• 1st in the UK
• Interoperable with ROI app – world 1st

• Post primary adoption
• Faster and more effective than manual
• £1.2m

• Developed in 14 days
• 2nd in the world
• Digital shift - 6000 to 800 daily calls
• Digital self service – 87%
• £1.2m
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Learning from the Covid-19 Digital Response
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Leveraging Our Digital Identity Legacy 

70%

As a result of COVIDCert
73% of the population 
aged 16+ now have a 
digital account with 

nidirect



Leveraging Our Digital Identity Legacy 

70%
As a result of COVIDCert
73% of the population 
aged 16+ now have a 
digital account with 

nidirect

61 % of the population aged 16+ 
are now fully identified  with the 

opportunity to have access to 
health records and a range of 

future services



Estonia Sweden Finland Norway Italy Germany Belgium United Kingdom

Digital Identification Capabilities

 Legal travel ID for 
Estonian citizens 
travelling within the EU

 National health 
insurance card

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Digital signatures

 i-Voting

 Medical records, submit 
tax claims, etc.

 e-Prescription service

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Medical records

 e-Prescribing service

 Book doctors visits

 Signing contracts such as 
rental agreements

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
account.

 People can identify 
themselves 
electronically, for 
example, when 
accessing the e-services 
of authorities

 Encrypt emails

 Encrypt documents

 Create an electronic 
signature.

 Confirm online 
payments

 Digital signatures

 i-Voting

 Medical records, submit 
tax claims, etc.

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Legal travel ID for 
Norwegian citizens 
travelling within the EU

 Legal travel ID for Italian 
citizens travelling within 
the EU

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Digital signatures

 Other non listed public 
services

 Digital signatures

 Legal travel ID for 
German citizens 
travelling within the EU

 Renting a car

 Opening a bank account 

 Signing a mobile phone 
contract

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Proof of identification 
when logging into bank 
accounts

 Digital signatures

 Legal travel ID for 
Belgian citizens 
travelling within the EU

 National ID

 Facial biometrics to 
verify that the person 
matches the ID

 The apps can also be 
used to provide proof of 
age for certain goods 
and services, both in-
person and online.

 Right to Work, Right to 
Rent checks

 Criminal Records checks

Uptake and Adoption

 % of citizens with 
eID: 98%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: 70%

 % of citizens with 
eID: 99%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: 78%

 % of citizens with 
eID: 99%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: -

 % of citizens with 
eID: 99%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: 70%

 % of citizens with 
eID: 35%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: -%

 % of citizens with 
eID: 99%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: 77%

 % of citizens with 
eID: 90%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: 56%

 % of citizens with 
eID: <30%

 % of citizens use 
their eID: -

70%

Estonia 
70%

UK
<30%

Leveraging Our Digital Identity Legacy 



Benefits of Digital Identity & Digital Shift

A McKinsey study stated that countries that implement a digital ID scheme can 
boost their gross domestic product by 3 to 13 percent by 2030

98% of Estonia’s tax returns are filed online, and the government estimates that 
this saves the equivalent of 2% of its entire economic output.

Less resources need to be redeployed to improving the range and quality of 
Government services

Automated processing costs less than 10% of manual costs



Connectivity through 
Cloud

Digital Strategy Enabler

My Chart Integration

Linking LOA2 to Health and
Care Number

Urgent & Emergency Care 
Opportunities

Doing more with less –
Digital Shift 

Healthcare Pan Government Opportunity

Benefits of Digital Identity & Digital Shift





Digital Future in the HSC

• Linking LOA2 to Health Care Number
EPIC / My Chart
Digital GP registration
Electronic medical card and verification app

• Urgent & Emergency Cate
Single point of entry
Improving GP access
Optimisation of service delivery

• Digital Strategy
Digital shift
Digital optimisation
Data and business intelligence



An Enabling Environment………..


